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We obtain limit theorems for certain probabilities and expected values 
related to sums of identically distributed random variables with values in an 
amenable unimodular group, A (additive notation is used although A is not 
necessarily commutative). Our results apply to the case of independent 
random variables (the random walk case) but are not quite as good as the 
usual random walk results, since our limits are obtained in the generalized 
Cesiro sense, i.e., limits of the average over a set A,, in a summing sequence 
for A. Accordingly, the main advantage for our methods (which come from 
the development of the theory of Mackey’s virtual groups) is that they work 
well in the case of dependent random variables. 
The sums of random variables define generalized random walks (GRWs), 
just as random walks are defined in the independent case. The use of Cesiro 
type convergence makes unnecessary the distinction between periodic and 
aperiodic random walks. Unless A is countable, our approach is not able to 
formulate the condition that the GRW S at step k, S,, is in a Bore1 subset E 
of A-instead we measure the overlap of D + S, and E, where D can be 
taken to be a small neighborhood of 0 in A. Our results are mostly two- 
sided, i.e., concerned with the values attained by a GRW walking backward 
or forward. 
The basic material on Mackey’s virtual groups is established in (81 and 
[9]. However, our range closure homomorphism of Theorem 3Sa requires 
Ramsay’s more complicated definition of a homomorphism in [ lOJ, unless A 
is countable. Most of our results do not require familiarity with the 
technicalities of virtual group theory. 
To describe transient GRWs we will introduce two parameters, r(S; E) in 
Theorem 2.4, which describes the range of values reached by S, and k(S; E) 
in Definition 3.3, which describes how often E is sent to E-the kernel of S. 
The product of these two parameters leads to Z(S), which is of significance in 
the theory of virtual group homomorphisms. 
We obtain rather specific results regarding k(S; E) and r(S; E) in the case 
where A is the real numbers and S, > 0. For transient S we obtain a way of 
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transforming S to a new GRW Soti with So 4 > 0. If S, has a mean m then 
Z(S) = (ml. 
1 
Consider a measure preserving invertible ergodic transformation @ of an 
analytic (non-atomic) probability space X, 9, P (or dx), and a Bore1 
function s: X -+ A, where A is a locally compact second countable group with 
additive notation. For convenience we will use the notation k + x = Q”(x). 
We regard s as generating a generalized random walk (GRW) on A (as in 
111, 1121) as follows. For k > 0 let S,(x) = S(x, k) = s(x) + 
s(-1 +x)+.., +s(-k+ 1 +x), S,(x)=S(x,O)=O, and for k<O let 
S,(x) = S(x, k) = -s( 1 + x) - . - s(-k + x). Then S: X x Z -+ A is a Bore1 
homomorphism (or cocycle) of the groupoid XX Z (composition is defined 
by (x, n) o (-n + x, m) = (x, n + m), inverse by (x, n) ’ = (-n + x, -n), and 
the map X--t X x Z; x + (x, 0) identifies X with the set of units in X x Z). 
We could just as well have started with a Bore1 homomorphism S and 
obtained the generator s by s(x) = S(x, 1). 
The ordinary random walk (RW) example arises from a probability 
measure m on A (as in [ 11). X is the sequence Bore1 space A’, with product 
Bore1 structure, and P is the product measure. Qi is the shift sending (ak} into 
(a;), where ai = ak-, and the random walk S defined by m is generated by 
s: X-+A; s((ak}) = a,. Then S({a,), n) = a,, + a, + ..’ + a,_1 for n > 0, 
and=-a-,-a-,-...-a,forn<O. 
To analyze S as a generalized random walk we choose a fixed right Haar 
measure Q (or da, or db) on A and Bore1 subsets D and E of A, where D has 
finite positive Haar measure. If A is countable, the usual selection is such 
that Q({O)) = 1, D = {d), and E = {e} for some d, e EA. In general, form 
XX D with the probability measure Pr = P X Q/Q(D) and define 
P,(D, E) = Pr( (x, a) : a E D and a + S(x, k) E E]. 
In the case where A is countable P,(d, e) = P,({d), (e}) is just the 
probability that the GRW S sends d to e at the kth step. In the general case, 
D may be sent to E by S(x, k) only partially, as measured by q(x) = 
Q((D + S(x, k))n E)/Q(D). We note that 0 <q(x) < 1, q(x) = 0 if 
D + S(x, k) is disjoint from E, q(x)= 1 if D + S(x, k)c E and 
P,(D, E) = Ix q(x) dx. Accordingly, with some abuse of language, we will 
interpret P,(D, E) as the probability that D is sent to E at the kth step. 
Since S(x, k) = -S(-k + x, -k), we have Q((D + S(x, k)) n E) = Q((E + 
S(-k + x, -k)) n D), so that Pp,(D, E) = P,(E, D) Q(E)/Q(D). 
The number U(D, E) = CpEO P,(D, E) in [O, 001 is of interest in the study 
of random walks, and can be interpreted as the expected number of steps 
(k > 0) that send D to E. Our approach to GRW’s leads more to two- 
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sided results, so we find U’(D, E) = ck” oo P,(D, E) = U(D, E) + 
U(E, D) Q(E)/Q(D) - Q(Dn E)/Q(D) to be of interest. We deline 
F(D, E) = Pr( (x, a) : a E D and there is a k > 0 such that a + S(x, k) E E}, 
the probability that D is sent to E for some positive step. As in the case of U 
we will be interested in a two-sided version of F, F’(D, E) = Pr { (x, a) : a E D 
and there is a k E Z such that a + S(x, k) E E}, the probability that D is 
sent to E walking backward or forward. 
A GRW defined by sums of independent random variables can be 
analyzed in much the same way as an ordinary random walk, by the 
following theorem. 
1.0. THEOREM. If (s,..., s @-",..,} is an independent set of 
functions : X -+ A, then the quantities P,, U, U’, F, and F’ defined by the 
GRW S are the same us for the random walk S defined by the measure 
s*(P) on A. 
Proof: The Bore1 map I//: X-t A”; v(x) = {s(-k + x)} is equivariant (but 
not in general 1 : 1) and induces a measure w*(P) on A”, which is the coun- 
table product of s*(P) iff the set of functions Is,..., s Ck,...} is independent. 
The result follows since the diagram 
commutes. 
To prove the limt theorems for F’(D, b + E) in Theorem 2.4 (see 
Remark 2.5) and U’(D, b + E) in Theorem 3.9 we will require a summing 
sequence (as in [5]) for the group A. Accordingly, for these theorems we will 
need to assume that A is amenable. We will also assume that A is 
unimodular. A summing sequence {A,} is needed so that the L, ergodic 
theorem holds for an ergodic action of A on W, A4, in the cases (a) p = 1, 
M( IV) finite, and (b) p = 2, M( IV) finite or infinite. In case A = Z or IR, we 
note A,, = 10, n] will also serve our purposes. 
1.1. LEMMA. Suppose that g and h are real-valued, >O, functions on the 
analytic measure space W, M, where M is an A invariant measure. 
(a) Zf gQ 1, h E L,(W), and M(W) isfinite, then 
Q(A .I- ’ I,,, (, d--b + w) h(w) dw db -+ j-W g(w) dw j,,, h(w) dwlM(W). 
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(b) Zfg,< 1, gE L,(W), h EL,(W), and M(W’) is infinite, then 
(c) Zfg and h EL,(W), then 
Q(AJ - ’ j+,, jwd-6 + w) 4~) dw db + j g(w) dw f h(w) WW w). 
W ‘W 
Proof. (a) and (c) follow from conventional estimates, except for 
(a) it is convenient to note I, g(-b + w) h(w) dw = SW g(w) h(b + w) dw. 
For (b) we write g,*(w) = Q(A,,)- ’ la, g(-b + w) db. Then 0 < gz < 1 and 
1, g,*(w)2 dw + 0 by the L, ergodic theorem. Hence M{w : g:(w) >, E} -+ 0 
for every E > 0, so it is easy to show that Iw g:(w) h(w) dw -+ 0. 
2 
Our approach to the study of GRWs is via the range closure construction 
defined by Mackey in [9] (cf. [ 15 1) applied to the homomorphism 
S: X x Z + A. We define the skew biproduct action of Z x A on XX A by 
(k, b) + (x, a) = (k + x, b + a + S(x, -4)). 
The restriction of this action to Z (=Z x {0}) is called the skew product 
action of Z. The action of A (={O} x A) on Xx A commutes with the skew 
product action of Z and induces a Boolean action of A on A(X X A)” = the 
measure algebra of Z invariant Bore1 subsets of XX A (mod 0). By 
Mackey’s point realization results in [7 ] the Boolean action of A can be 
induced from an ergodic action of A on analytic measure space W, .9, M. 
By Theorem 3.6 of [lo], the composition 
can be induced from an A equivariant, Z invariant Bore1 map 
p: X’ x A + W, where X’ is a Z invariant conull analytic subset of X-we 
will drop the (‘) from here on. 
The map p induces the measure class C[M] of o-finite measures on W 
from a finite measure on XX A equivalent to P X Q. Then C[M] is A 
invariant. 
We will find that various features of the ergodic measure class preserving 
action of A on W (from ergodic theory) are relevant in the analysis of the 
GRW S. First of all is the type classification. 
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2.0 DEFINITION. (a) Let B be a closed subgroup of A. We will say that 
S: X x Z + A is type I, iff the action of A on W is isomorphic (mod 0) to the 
action of A on A/B. Note that B is determined by S only up to conjugacy. S 
is said to be type I if it is type I, for some B. 
(b) S: X x Z -+ A is type II, (resp. II,) iff S is not type I and there is 
a finite (resp. infinite) A invariant measure in C[M]. In the type II case (i.e., 
type II, or II,) we will assume that M (or dw) is an A invariant measure. 
(c) S:X X Z + A is type III iff S is not type I and is not type II. 
We briefly outline below the situation regarding the existence of type I, 
GRWs. 
Suppose a GRW S:X x Z -+ A is type I,. Then there is a section 
z: W = A/B --) A for the natural projection of A on A/B, such that 
z( 1 + B) = 1 (see [ 61). We define S,: X X Z + B by S,(x, n) = -z p(x, 0) t 
S(x, n) + z p(-n t x, 0). Then it can be shown that S, is also a type I, 
GRW. 
A GRW S:X x Z -+ A is type I, iff the skew product action of Z on X x A 
is ergodic. Hence, in Mackey’s terminology 191, S is type I, iff the 
homomorphism S has dense range. The existence of type I, homomorphisms 
is demonstrated in [ 141 for the cases (a) A is compact, (b) A is countable 
abelian, (c) a certain ergodic action of A x Z is approximately finite. Then 
by [2] we obtain the existence of a type I, GRW if A is countable solvable. 
The existence of a homomorphism of type I, is assured if there is a coun- 
table dense subgroup B of A and a homomorphism of type I, by [ 111. 
Homomorphisms of type I, do not exist unless A is amenable, by [ 161. 
Type III GRWs can occur; we postpone their consideration to a later 
paper. 
The following lemma, which is just an application of the Radon-Nikodym 
theorem, will be useful. 
2.1. LEMMA. Given a Bore1 subset D of A of positive finite measure there 
is a Borel function Kb > 0 such that I, K,(w) dx = 1 and j,,,f. 
p(x, a) dx da/Q(D) = lwf (w) K,(w) dw f or every Bore1 function f > 0, 
j-Z W-+lR. 
Now we can express F’ as defined in Section 1 in terms of an integral over 
W. 
2.2. LEMMA. F’(D, b + E) = jwf (-b + w) K,(w) dw, where f is the 
characteristic function of p(X x E) and b E A. 
Proof: We note that f, p is the characteristic function of p-‘(p(X x E)) 
which is Z+ (XX E)modO. Since a + S(x,k)~ b+ E iff --k+ 
(x, -b + a) E X x E, we have F’(D, b + E) = j,,,f p(x, -b + a) 
dx da/Q(D) = l,f (-b + w) K,(w) dw (by Lemma 2.1). 
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In certain cases, Lemma 2.2 yields useful information 
2.3. THEOREM. If p(X x E) is conull in W then F’(D, E) = 1. 
2.4. THEOREM. Zf S: X x 2 -+ A is a type II GRW, M(p(X x E)) < 00 
and {A,} is a summing sequence for A (see Section 1) then 
Q(A,,-’ la, F’(D, b + E) db -+ r(S; E) as n -+ 00, where r(S; E) = 
MC P(X x E))IM( w). 
ProoJ: Apply Lemma 1.1 in the II, case, 1. lb in the II, case, to the 
result of Lemma 2.2. Note that jwf(w) dw = M(p(X x E)). 
2.5. Remarks. The condition that M(p(X x E)) < co is always satisfied 
for the type II, case, but in the general type II, case it can occur that 
M(P(X x E)) = co even when Q(E) is finite. In Section 3 we define transient 
GRWs. The transient GRWs are always type II by Corollary 3.6 and have 
M(p(X X E)) < co for Q(E) finite, by Theorem 3.7. 
As in the random walk example, GRWs can be conveniently separated 
into transient and recurrent cases. 
3 
3.0. DEFINITION. We say that a GRW S: X x Z + A is transient iff there 
is a Bore1 subset V, = V of XX A such that 
(a) (k+ v)n I’=0 for all k#O, kEZ; and 
(b) Z + V is conull in X X A. 
S is said to be recurrent iff it is not transient. 
3.1. Remarks. (a) Conditions (a) and (b) of Definition 3.0 establish that 
V is a Bore1 section (mod 0) for the skew product action of Z on XX A. 
(b) Our definition for S to be transient agrees with that of [ 1, 3, 121 
(see Theorem 3.5). 
(c) If S is transient we define a partial action (as in [ 151) of A on V 
by u + (x, b) = ~(x, a + b), where w: Z + V-t V sends (x, b) into k + (x, b) 
for the unique k such that k + (x, b) E V. Then as in [ 151 the partial action 
can be extended to an action which is isomorphic (mod 0) to the range 
closure action of A on W. We take the measure M (or dw) for W from the 
measure P x Q restricted to I’, i.e., Jwf(w) dw = I,f(p(x, a)) dx da. Here 
we need to assume that A is unimodular, so that M is an A invariant (but not 
necessarily normalized) measure on W. 
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3.2. LEMMA. Suppose Definition 3.0(a) holds for a Bore1 subset V’ of 
X x A and P x Q( V’) > 0. Then V’ can be extended to a Bore1 set satisfying 
Definition 3.0(a) and (b). 
Proof Select a countable dense subgroup A,, of A and write A, = 
(ai)i-., ,,,..., a, = 0. Define Vi inductively lby V, = V’ and Vi+, = 
vi u ((ai+ I + vi)\(z + vi>>2 and set V = lJ Vi. Z X A, acts ergodically on 
X x A and Z + V is Z x A,, invariant of measure >O, so Z + V is conull. 
Definition 3.0(a) is easily verified for V. 
We make the following definitions assuming E is of finite positive Haar 
measure. 
3.3 DEFINITIONS. (a) Ni and NE: X X A + R are defined by 
NE+(x, a) = the number of integers, k > 0, such that a + S(x, k) E E and 
NE(x, a) = the number of integers, k, such that a + S(x, k) E E. 
(b) W El = (ix,, Nr(x, a))’ dx da/Q(E))-‘. 
(c) If S is not transient define I(S) = 0. If S is transient deline I(S) = 
P x Q( Vs) E (0, 00 j, which is easily seen to be independent of the choice of 
section Vs. (Note that for the transient case, if M is the A-invariant measure 
of 3. Ic, we have M(W) = I(S).) 
(d) Y”=((x,a)EX~E:a+S(x,k)&Eforall k>O}. 
For the transient case, the following Lemma is a very useful elaboration of 
Lemma 2.1. The proof is evident from the definition of NE and the properties 
of V (cf. the proof of Lemma 2.2). 
3.4. LEMMA. If the GRW S: X x Z -+ A is transient and g: X X A --t IR is 
a skew product invariant Bore1 function, >O, then SC g(x, a) NF(x, a) dx da = 
I,,, g(x, a) dx da. (comparing this with Lemma 2.1, we note that N,(x, a) = 
Q(E) K,(p(x, a)) a.e. on XX A.) 
The following Theorem relates the condition that S is transient to virtual 
group terminology and to the finiteness of NK(x, a). 
3.5. THEOREM. The following are equivalent: 
(4 a,:XXZ-+ WxA; a&, k) = (P(x, 01, S(x, k)), is a half 
similarity (as defined b-y Ramsay in [lo]). 
(b) S is transient (CJ: Theorem 7.8 of [3 I). 
(c) N,(x, a) < 03 ae. on XX A. 
(d) k(S; E) < co. 
(e) N,(x, a) < 03 on a subset of X X E of positive measure. 
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Proof. (a CI b) This result was first proved by Ramsay in [ 11 J in a more 
general setting. It is also evident from the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [ 151. 
(b -t c) is evident from Lemma 3.4 with g = 1 and the fact that NE is a skew 
product invariant function. (c + d + e) is easily obtained. For (e -+ b), define 
Yy: = ((x, a) E X x E: NE(x, a) < co } and YE to be as in Definition 3.3d. 
Then YE satisfies condition 3.0a, since otherwise we could have (x, a) and 
(x’, a’) E YE with (x, a) = -k + (x’, a’) for some k > 0, contradicting the 
definition of YE. Then it is easy to determine that P X Q(Y”) > 0, since 
1 y, ny- NE(x, a) dx da = P x Q(P) > 0. Hence YE can be extended to satisfy 
Definition 3.0a and b by Lemma 3.2. 
3.6. COROLLARY. Transient GRWs are always type II if A is 
unimodulur. 
Proof: By Theorem 3.5, if S is transient then X X Z is similar to W X A. 
Then by 6.19 of [lo], S is not type I. The invariant measure for W is 
established in Remark 3. lc. 
3.7. THEOREM. Assume that S is a transient GRW, with the A invariant 
measure M on W us given in Remark 3.1~. Then M(p(X X E)) = 
P x Q( Vn (Z + (X x E))) = P x Q(Y”) = k(S; E)-’ Q(E). In more 
convenient erms we obtain r(S; E) k(S; E) = Q(E)/I(S), where r(S; E) is us 
introduced in Theorem 2.4. 
Proof For the first (=) we note that p-‘(p(X X E)) = Z + (XX E) as in 
the proof of Lemma 2.2. For the second (=), we apply Theorem 3.5 to see 
that NE(x, a) < co a.e. Then, ignoring null sets, we find that the bijective 
map Vn (Z + (X x E)) -+ YE; (x, a) -+ -k,(x, a) + (x, a), where k,(x, a) 
is the largest k such that -k + (x, a) E XX E, is measure preserving (it 
is a Z-equivalence of the two sets). For the third (=), let h(x, a) = 
NE(x, a)-’ if NE(x, a) > 1 and h(x, a) = 0 otherwise. Then P x Q(Vn 
(Z + (X x E)) = j, h(x, a) NE(x, a) dx da = (by Lemma 3.4) = I,,, h(x, a) 
dx da = JXXE NE(x, a)-’ dx da = k(S; E)-’ Q(E). 
Recall U and U’ from Section 1 for the following Theorem. 
3.8. THEOREM. 
lJ(D; E) = 1 NE+ (x, a) dx dulQ(D) 
XXD 
and 
U’(D; E) = 1 N&, a> dx da/Q(D). 
XXD 
409/17!1 9 
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Proof: Let f be the characteristic function for X x E. Then NE@, a) = 
&,,f(-k + (x, a)> and P,(D; E) = lxxof(-k f (x, a)) dx da/Q(D). Hence 
the result for U’ is just a consequence of interchanging the summation and 
integral signs, and the proof for U is similar. 
U’(E, E) can be infinite for finite E as shown by the example in [ 11. For 
the finite ZJ’ case we obtain the theorem below, which looks like a 
generalized renewal theorem, as in (4 1. 
3.9. THEOREM. Suppose that S is transient, that {A,,} is a summing 
sequence for A, and U’(D, D), u’(E, E) are finite. Then 
Q(A,X I‘n. or’(Q b + E) db -+ Q(E)/I(S>. 
ProoJ: Q(D) U’(D, b + E) = j,,, NE(x, -b + a) = (by Lemma 3.4) = 
jc’ N,(x, -b + a) N,(x, a) dx da, for which (by Lemma 1.1~) the averages 
over A, converge to ~YN~(x,a)dxda~,N,(x,a)dxda/P~Q(V)= 
Q(E) QPh’W. 
3.10. THEOREM. If S is a transient GRW then k(S; E) = (1 - 
F(E, E))-’ < U’(E, E) = 2U(E, E) - 1, where the “<” can be replaced by 
L” lg NE = constant a.e. on XX E. 
Proof. From the definition of Y” we see that 1 - F(E, E) = Pr( YE) = (by 
Theorem 3.7) = k(S, E)^‘. For the “<” part we apply the Cauchy-Schwartz 
inequality to Nil2 and N;‘12, integrated over X x E by dx da/Q(E), to get 
the desired result. 
In the random walk case with A = Zd,, E = {O}, and S transient the well 
known result (see [ 13 1) is that (1 - F(E, I?))-’ = U(E, E). 
I(S) arises in Mackey’s virtual group theory as illustrated below. See [ 15 ] 
for the background and definitions. 
3.11. THEOREM. Consider the groupoid (as in category theory), .Z, of 
half similarities (c.J 3.5a) between virtual subgroups defined by probability 
measure preserving ergodic actions of countable groups. Then there is a 
functor (groupoid homomorphism) I: .% + R + (the multiplicative group of 
positive real numbers such that 
(a) Suppose that a and 0:X x H -+ W x A are in 3. Then Z(a) = Z(J) 
iff a is similar to /3 y, where y is an automorphism of X x H. 
(b) If a: X x Z + W x A is in .% and S(x, k) = the second component 
of a(x, k), then I(S) = I(a). 
Proof: We omit the details. For a: X X H--t W X A e .% we define Z(a) = 
P x Q( W’)/P x Q(X’), where W’ and X’ are as defined in [ 15 1, p. 344. The 
proof of part (a) makes use of Theorem 4.7 of [ 15). 
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4 
In this section we consider the case were A = iR, the real numbers. We 
begin with the example where s > 0, which is especially easy to analyze. 
4.0 EXAMPLE. Suppose s > 0, e > 0, and E = [-e/2, e/2]. Then from 
Definition 3.3d we can obtain 
Y’ = ((x, a) : (e/2) > a 2 (-e/2) and a > (e/2) - s(x)} 
and P x Q(Y”) = I‘, min(s(x), e) dx. Hence k(S; E) = e/Jx min(s(x), e) dx 
from Theorem 3.7. Accordingly, S is transient unless s = 0 a.e. on X. Since 
M(p(X x E)) --t M(W) as e + co, we have by Theorem 3.7 that Z(S) = 
jx s(x) dx. Then r(S; E) = I, min(s(x), e) dx/l, s(x) dx. The range closure 
action of IR on W is just the flow built under the function s (Poincare flow), 
as discussed in 191. 
The general transient case is related to Example 4.0 as described below in 
Theorem 4.2. 
4.1. LEMMA. If SX x Z + R is transient, then the set S(x, Z) = 
{s(x, k): k E Z} is unbounded from above for a.e. x x X. 
Proof: Refer to Theorem 2.3 for the case E = [n, co), D = (0, I], noting 
that t + p(X x E) s p(X X E) for t > 0 and the action of A on W is not tran- 
sitive by Corollary 3.6. Hence p(X x E) is A invariant and therefore conull 
in W. Then F’(D, E) = 1 by Theorem 2.3, so S(x, Z) is unbounded from 
above for a.e. x E X. 
4.2. THEOREM. There is a virtual subgroup (XX Z)’ of Z defined by a 
measure preserving ergodic transformation !P on X, P and a groupoid 
isomorphism I$: (X x Z)’ -+X x Z such that 4(x, 0) = (x, 0) for all x E X and 
S(~(X, 1)) is 20 for all x E X, so the GRW S’ = S 4 is of the form in 
Example 4.0. 
Proof We order A x Z lexicographically, i.e. (a, k) < (b, n) iff a < b or 
we have a = b and k < n. Note that the order is compatible with addition in 
A x Z. Let s:X X Z + A X Z given by 3(x, n) = (S(x, n), n). 
We remove a suitable null set from X (and call the remaining set also X), 
as will be clear from the following. 
We need to show that the order on s(x, Z) is isomorphic to that on the 
integers, i.e., we can arrange s(x, Z) in increasing order without gaps or 
endpoints: < s(x, K(x, q)) < 9(x, K(x, q + 1)) < ., with the condition 
that X(x, 0) = 0. First consider the q = 1 case. By Lemma 4.1 there is at 
least one k such that S(x, k) = c > 0, so that %(x, k) > (O,O), and by 
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Theorem 3.5 we can determine that there are only finitely many 11’s uch that 
S(x, n) E E = [0, cl. For the general positive case, suppose that K(x, q) is 
given. Then K(x, q + 1) is determined by the condition that 
q-5 q&q + 1)) - qx, qx, 9)) 
= q-qx, 4) + x, -K(x, 4) + K(x, q -t 1)) 
should be the least possible >(O, 0), which is satisfied for 
--K(x, q) + K(x, q + 1) = K( - K(x, q) + X, 1). For the negative case, 
suppose that K(x, q + 1) is given. Then K(x, q) is determined by the 
condition that S(x, K(x, q + 1) - S(x, K(x, q)) = --S(--K(x, q + 1) + x, 
K(x, q) - K(x, q + 1)) should be the least possible >(O, 0). The existence of 
such a K(x, q) is assured as for the q = 1 case applied to -S. Accordingly, 
the order on S(x, Z) defines a map K: X X Z -+ Z, satisfying for q E Z, 
-K(x, q) + K(x, q + 1) = K(-K(x, q) + x, 1). 
For q E Z we define the Bore1 map r, : X -+ X by T,(x) = -K(x, q) + x, 
We find by direct calculation that I-,, = identity and r,(T,(x)) = I-,+ ,(x), 
which by iteration gives for p > 0, T,(T,(x)) = T,+,(x). Thus we have 
T,T-r = identity, so that r-, is injective. Since r_, is then measure 
preserving we have the result that T, is an invertible measure preserving 
map, with (r,)9 = r9 for all q E Z. For the theorem, we will define Y = r-, . 
From the definition of K it is evident that for fixed x, the map n -+ K(x, n) is 
just a permutation of Z. Moreover, with the groupoid structure on X X Z 
defined by Y (indicated by (X x Z)‘), we can see that K: (Xx Z)’ + Z is a 
Bore1 homomorphism and that the corresponding map 4: (X x Z)’ + X x Z; 
4(x, n) = (x, K(x, M)) is an isomorphism of ergodic groupoids (or virtual 
groups) and S 4(x, 1) = S(x, K(x, 1)) > 0. 
4.3. EXAMPLE. Suppose that s(x) < 0. Let Y(x) = P’(x) and define 
4: (X X Z)’ + X X Z by 4(x, n) = (x, +I). Then S 4(x, 1)) = S(x,-1 ) = 
-S( 1 + x, 1) > 0. 
It is now easy to see that the skew product action of Z on X x A based on 
Y and S q4 has the same orbits as that based on @J and S and further that 
the range closure actions of A on the Z orbits are the same. Hence we obtain 
that Z(S) =I(S #), as well as k(S; E) = k(S 4; E) and r(S; E) = 
r(S 4; E). 
The result that for s intregable, I(S) = 0 iff jX s(x) dx = 0 is proven in [ 11. 
4.4. THEOREM. If s is integrable (not of the form co - 00) then 
Z(S) = II, s(x) 4. 
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ProoJ We provide the proof for the case where lx s(x) dx is finite, ~0. 
Since Z(S) = Z(S $), for 4 from Theorem 4.2, and I(S 4) = JX S 4(x, 1) dx 
from Example 4.0, we have by the individual ergodic theorem that 
s 4(X? k)= s $(x, k) m k) 
k K(x, k) 
p-9 Z(S) 
k 
and 
S 4(x, k) 
K(x, k) + x I 
s(x) dx, as k+oo, 
for a.e. x E X. Hence lim,,,(K(x, k)/k) exists (say, =c) for a.e. x E X. If 
( cl < 1 then for sufficiently large k we could determine that k -+ K(x, k) was 
not injective and if ICI > 1, then for suffkiently large k we could conclude 
that k+ K(x, k) was not surjective. Accordingly, ) cl = 1 and I(S) = 
l!‘xWW 
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